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Stop living in the past

Rapid, accurate forecasting allows you to plan and  
act for the future as your business moves. If you 
always use month-end reports to build your 
forecast, you might be feeling like you’re steering a 
car through the rearview mirror. There are so many 
moving parts that change your budget daily - whether 
it is payroll, sales forecasting, or project changes – 
you need to be able to respond quickly by taking  
future projections into account. 

As companies continue to invest in so many areas of 
the business, why is it that budgeting and planning 
processes remain manual and stale? Companies are 
confronted with a number of choices. Do I choose 
a solution that’s real-time and ERP integrated, or 

staged? What types of input do I care about seeing? 
Who do I involve in the process? Does this solution 
have the flexibility for newer methodologies like 
driver-based modeling, continuous planning and 
integrated business planning? 

To ensure you find a solution that meets your 
immediate planning needs, and can adapt to future 
needs you may acquire, we’ve identified the top 
4 questions you should ask before purchasing a 
planning solution.
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The term “ERP” stands for Enterprise Resource Planning, but typically, 
companies find their investment so complex that the act of “planning” 
within the system is not possible. However, the challenge of adding another 

planning system is that it duplicates your data, creating inefficiencies and risk of 
misinformation. 

Companies that export out of their ERP and put data 
into a different planning system introduce static 
data and processes that can become unwieldy. 
Suddenly, a typical planning cycle is taking four to 
six months to finalize. Making the decision to use 
spreadsheets, or to support a data extract, is the 
single biggest contributing factor to long planning 
cycles and inefficient month-end analysis.

And does anyone actually have enough 

time to plan properly anyway?

       Will My Budgets 
and Actuals Remain 
in One System?
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      How Will the Solution Help Our  
Whole Company Become More Agile? 
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A business that cannot plan for unforseen problems won’t be able 

to deal with them when they do arrive.

If you are not able to readily explain variances 
and gather input from the field about your future 
direction, your planning cycles, no matter how 

long they take, may not provide the value you 
are looking for. Currently, your budget process is 
likely owned and managed by finance, and that 
department is burdened with collecting inputs 
and approvals for modeling from all budget and 
planning stakeholders. By moving the budgeting 
and forecasting processes from the center of the 
organization out to those closest to customers, 
field specialists have the ability to enter budget 
driver information directly and be held accountable 
for their actions – creating an integrated business 
planning model beyond finance. 

Add real-time integration into the mix, and 
corporations can mitigate error and unreliable 
predictions, and instead, continuously plan based on 
real data and current market 
conditions. When it’s easy to 
pull and evaluate information 
from the ERP, your business 
will be making decisions 
based on real-time business 
data, not old information.
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Regardless of the planning product you choose, 
the value of the product will be directly related 
to how satisfied your users are. 
In a recent study by Bloor Research, users were surveyed on how satisfied 
they were with the planning product they were using. Bloor compared 
everything from large data warehouse solutions to excel spreadsheets. 
Read the results of that study here. 

Proper user adoption is directly related to how 
comfortable users are with using the software. 
Even the most functionality rich software can 
fall flat if employees do not meld well with the 
system. Find a solution that users can, and will 
use, and the value of your purchase will increase.

      How Satisfied Will 
My End-Users Be? 
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Don’t be swayed by the initial cost that is presented to you - it’s 

the total cost of ownership that matters.

      What’s the Total Cost of Ownership 
and How Quickly Can I See Benefits? 

Before moving forward with a planning solution, it is 
important to take a holistic view of the total cost of 
ownership of the product beyond the licensing fees. 

This includes implementation time, ease of use, hardware 
and software costs, consulting costs, and administrative 
costs. 

Implementation time: How long will it take to deploy the software 
to your user base and get the systems up and running together? 

Ease of use: Is the interface intuitive? Are your people able to learn 
it quickly or will it require training? Are all the proper stakeholders 
able to input into the process or will that require extra steps?

Hardware and software costs: Does this solution require extra 
hardware costs? Will you be managing a data warehouse? What 
is the cost to get your IT team involved?

Consulting costs: Any extra costs from consultants to implement 
this new system or any new processes into your organization? 

Administration costs: How much time does it take to maintain and  
and administer this solution?

For a full breakdown of the total cost of ownership of  
different planning solutions, click here.
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In order to find the best planning solution for your business, it’s important to carefully weigh each 
option under consideration, gather feedback from both internal and external sources, and make a 
decision based on the needs of your company and your end users. Being able to plan and budget with 
the speed you require is increasingly becoming more important, but there are a number of different 
options out there. Make sure you can clearly define all your needs to ensure that the solution you 
choose solves them completely. 

For information on an automated planning solution that integrates directly with your 
ERP in real-time, visit gohubble.com

Transform Your Planning Process

NOW WHAT? HOW TO FIND A PLANNING SOLUTION THAT WORKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Hubble® is an integrated suite of performance management apps from insightsoftware.com. It offers reporting, analytics and planning in a single real-time 
solution that fully understands your ERP. Hubble integrates your critical business systems so users at all levels have access to live data—extraordinarily fast. 
With this type of visibility, everyone can easily understand, manage and predict the business.
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